
… = of vibration tones the stun sharp warp a blend of 

laughter of echoing desire = inexpiable colours of some 

other’s bleed & the dense rind of absent pulse of abnegation 

concise as if to shadowing long falling upon as if to gouge 

the landscape of it = breakage weightless exhalations of cold 

weight the knowledge of the deaf the mute the blind = falling 

from in a demise of bone-lock taste of debris of dereliction 

waste upon nothing ever as if to settle upon it = where 

echonone of the sound of zero cracking apart where lightless 

emptily is all & the stillness bones are the discard of sudden 

ashes = till fall to the knees of fruitless hollow sucking down 

the smoke of breakage the annihilation tense  = terse as 

winds colliding as the body vocal amasses in the bite of 

nothing ever having = it recalls that once was of some 

stillness black in the collapse of it = there is = not a = of = 

not if = butchered the lambs of feel & the skinned oxidate 

the blood to flow freely into nothing less or more than ever 

was before = dead weight stone chalice cleft of the eye that 

forgets in a closure of it & the mockery trailing through the 

out of what fissure lack = caresses the dead surface in an 

illumination of skin fleshed unto where the night of all 

havens embraces = sudden as if to all in a forage of the 

within neither of the without cold shadows a lack of 

landscape devoured in the redundant night of all callings 

set forth = made to rust & made to burn in that freedom to 

burn where the churlish winters hide = as dissipation & the 



weight of lack bites heavily the nothing much of eye that 

peels away as of fruits merely to reveal where origins only 

were of the none & the spasm frenzy was the dawn of yet 

another silence of to bear = yet bruised knuckles it fights like 

dust to overthrow it = a gallows’ teeth & the lay me down in 

a tomb full of frozen gardenias is nothing of for the 

beginning of the end where spatial other than skips along 

like a child’s whisper in the dark = all hidden from in an 

exodus of self migrating from never was unto spurious 

lights burning out the all null & void = all is saccharin = 

bled saccharin from the deepest meat buried in the cage of 

rib = no nothing of the lapse into from out so sayeth it what 

of the echo-speech the vapour tones of kisses lost the caresses 

final as shrapnel in some desert long forgotten = was there 

= if where = zero point of nowhere zones = opening up the 

skin of feast of the irredeem & the recoil of biting closure & 

the bestial retained in the gouge where the bodies lay alone 

for all to see = a picture postcard from nothing other than 

all braced for the surcease & the tightening of the sheen what 

of the pelts shed in the moonlight it is of the skinned that 

once rejoices sucking back the heavenly smoke of some dense 

obscure = in the all as if to having uttered = prayed for 

nothing of it = as vulture the sky collapses into the long 

forgotten never having been deduced from the meat that 

slowly recedes yet abounding in its smiling = …   



… = a vellum sheet stretching out upon which to writhe 

upon the broken glass of agues fallen asunderance & the 

cleft bone silences aching as of = the cold weight of attrition 

& the bind that taketh from the night ever-endless nothing 

ever = in the sink sunken meat of colourless appeal & the 

sickness of it to breach whereby all silences reduced to null 

& ash a zero attribute = stripping the carcass love of 

hopeless expiration delving in the nothing of braced unsung 

broken valves of feel struck out from the unsung = fleshed 

as if to having ever the abort of landscapes fallen to some 

closure of fist a retrace of bitten accidental = it has flung the 

remnants to the banal of absence final flourish of collision 

cleft what of the ocular yet nothing to be seen in the black 

vault of it having gained access to fuck all worth in the 

dredge what matter intoning given to whisper intermittently 

= it is the breath without gestural need nor forth having 

uttered nowhere zones where a trace of wreckage grips the 

spinal density of have absconded for no singular purpose 

other than a shattered smile a lapse in weightless not a = yet 

furthering on into having claimed what once given to 

shadowing cold sense a dislocation of broken stone scattered 

into the cadaver wind breaking throughout in a holocaust of 

longing = till edge what edge a razor’s desire for blood as if 

to echo were to be having wailing one’s way out from the 

meat hook stylus = in decimation’s build of claim given to 

expel from long shadow bitten collapse stricken to fall 



asunder in black heath restless as a cadaver = seethes 

without in the lack the mortuary sting where birthed yet one 

excises the bared meat edge the ghost-limbed speeches of the 

orificial & weight of the blood & the tone dark origins of 

vapour tones escaping out into the nothing ever = yet 

spitting out the fragments of obsidian ever-ever of the desire 

to ending of it in a sarcophagus of senseless desire = locked 

to the visceral of not a = the abattoir smiling allwhile 

through the dredge of it what matter of take up thy bones and 

flourish = as what was in the oft of never of it = silently 

wherein the traverse of final opulence a scarring of skin-ned 

as if to purpose be in the what held in stun abortive reckless 

as = nothing to feed upon = as if to of what once = no dice 

= cast out as if to into of what of in the given of what of it 

knocked till trace redempt not a = what of = where broken 

the body vocal streams throughout breaking as of tidal upon 

the breathless the under-current of the unspeaking unsaying 

ever of = as wandering through the dead stale passage of 

sentenced unto this as the cold bones bite & the nothing of 

redeems only as or if to = in-mockery of lung = trace waste 

desire for the one thing absence of feel devoid of all = where 

the eye remains in nullity’s chambers closing the wound of 

disparage a socket gouged in the night where = dead as = 

embers to follow flow = exigency of the slash-mark terse = 

as if to unto foreign as what once yet never having of =…     



…= a swarm of final ice of breath of solace bone devour as 

of carrion flies = weightless the eye sunk in shit in the stun 

of abrupt nothing more to see yet ever yet motion unto waste 

throughout stray hyenic laughter = long passage of desertion 

= nothing more of the told untold & the folding it inwardly 

as if to claim where once dead forage of lightless ever design 

of the thereof = ever the silence of naught unspoken claiming 

the rupture the lapse into of vocal absence = not a = if 

neither if nor a = collides abruptly in a carousel of never 

having been other than = beneath an excess of sky where the 

meat lays down its pelt to graze upon the fertile sands of 

nowhere ever = blind dust & the becoming of where of the 

next till last what sudden as through vapour tones of which 

through which nothing to be =as snap-snap goes the spinal 

knowledge of sharded stone an echoing trace of redeem 

forgotten in an instanced breath = blood into of the awash 

with shit a latrine of burning papers pissed upon = the 

fucked cum dawn and the extension of nothing in through 

from out of some deliverance in a noose’s charity = all said 

yet it must = unto = unto = as scarred the attrition fallen 

into the flames of some foreign deliverance of black in a 

devour of space & zero taint a trace of elixir the reek of it = 

as the sunk eye roves revealing the nothing of it where once 

was never was = (devours the eye of ice-clad sentences long 

drawn across nowhere zones in the silence of the ever-was & 

the meaning of ever to lack lapse of all stray a castrative 



dread imposing upon where no blood doth flow) = where 

distance is ever of & vapours the light by which there is 

nothing of the guiding of = the skull’s redeem cracking 

across as of some lunar hallucination = fingers to trace 

across the circus atrophy of never having been other than 

given unto the rot of die cast once more (noted)across some 

disfigured fleshed design = nothing more of it to be & 

nowhere left it is unsaid = take up thy cross & = tones 

blinding in the step non-step of the white heat of black ablaze 

in veins of nothing left to = in the pulse bulb of zero 

attributes = in the culling of the dead light what light ever 

as if there ever were to be of it = the nose rubbed in the final 

bile blood cum & shit of it for all time = as if only to be 

where to unshadowfall in a foreign bitten of dissolve = 

where flesh lays down in a decibel light = closes the wound 

of it respoke till of the echo dense & the bleak sudden of 

expulsion all dragged from sunderance collision depth = till 

drag of kick & scream across a circumference of bone into 

the scorched absence of landscape = fallen fallen throughout 

asked of in the unforgiving bite of it = dead tones what tones 

awash with blood and the sickly reek of broken emblems = 

final as if to = a mercury dust = in the vibrating neon of 

excessive = till close of nothing = final flourish final 

obsolete = cold sweat of shadowing and the writhe of = 

spitting out the bloodless null of vocal =… 


